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AF FORM 64, 20210407
RESERVE SERVICE COMMITMENT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT/DECLINATION
The Air Force Reserve (AFR) has mandated the application of a Reserve Service Commitment (RSC).  The criteria of this RSC is based upon the needs of the 
The contract for RSC must be signed prior to receiving the training or education affiliated with this specific service commitment, or in concert with the promotion
Air Force and the completion of the event found in AFMAN 36-2100.  By signing this contract, the applicant agrees to remain a participant in the Air Force
Selected Reserve and also to all relevant statutory requirements, DoD guidelines, and Air Force, including Air Force Reserve, standards, for the period of time
stipulated in this contract.  Completion of this form is voluntary; however, without your signature, the acceptance of this voluntary RSC cannot be accomplished.
criteria also affiliated with this service commitment.
Please contact HQ USAF/REP, as the office of primary responsibility, for RSC policy contained in AFMAN 36-2100. Airmen may direct questions to the Total 
Force Service Center at 800-525-0102.
SECTION I.
I,
(print full name), hereby acknowledge and agree to satisfactorily serve in the Selected
Reserve and fulfill my RSC IAW AFMAN 36-2100, following all RSC-incurring events as outlined below.  I have been counseled and given the opportunity to read and understand AFMAN 36-2100.  I hereby acknowledge and agree to the following:
The following items apply to all members (initial all):
1. To serve and satisfactorily participate in the Selected Reserve.
2. To maintain Air Force standards, including compliance with the administrative regulations and directives issued by the Department of Defense and the United States Air Force relative to my obligations and participation as a member of the Selected Reserve. Such standards include, but are not limited to, participation and training requirements, and fitness standards.
3. If I fail to comply with such standards, I understand that I may be subject to adverse actions to include: demotion, call to active duty, separation, possibly under other than honorable conditions, and/or recoupment of monies expended by the Air Force, to include applicable interest if authorized under Title 10 U.S.C., Section 2006.
4. I do not presently have a firm, fixed, or sincere objection by reason of religious training and belief to participation in war in any form or the bearing of firearms. I recognize that acceptance of funds or entering into this contract is inconsistent with such objections and beliefs. I have no present intent to seek release from my reserve commitment on this basis in the future and recognize that my sincerity and motives would be in serious question should I attempt to do so after substantial funds have been expended for my training and/or education. 
5. Should I become unable to begin the period of reserve participation specified in this contract, or become unable to complete my RSC, I agree to reimburse the United States for the RSC-incurring event for monies expended by the Air Force, to include applicable interest if authorized under Title 10 U.S.C., Section 2005.
6. I will not be relieved of any previous RSC incurred. My total RSC incurred through previous training, education, or promotion will be served concurrently, not to exceed the greatest commitment date.
7. I understand that pregnancy, child birth, or custody of minor child, is not an automatic reason for separation. It is Air Force policy that Reservists who have incurred reserve obligations, including RSC, for extensive sponsored education and training will not be released from their obligations solely on the basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or custody of a minor child.
8. I understand that a discharge in bankruptcy under Title 11, United States Code, will not release me from my obligation to reimburse the United States as required under the terms of this contract if the final decree of discharge in bankruptcy is issued prior to five (5) years after the last day from the period I have agreed to serve.
9. A sabbatical will necessitate adjustment to RSC.
10. Only the Commander, Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC/CC) (or designee) may excuse me from my obligation to serve on reserve duty for the period specified in this agreement. Excusal may occur with my consent under the following alternative obligations, as approved by the AFRC/CC (or designee):
    - A service obligation in another armed force for a period of time not less than my remaining reserve commitment.
    - An active duty service obligation for a period not less than my remaining RSC.
11. The AFRC/CC (or designee) may excuse me from my obligation to serve on reserve duty for the period specified in this agreement when such authority deems release is in the best interest of the Air Force. I acknowledge that excusal under this provision does not require my consent.
12. Should any dispute arise over the terms or conditions of this contract, or if I hereafter seek discharge from military service or release from my reserve obligation, I acknowledge, and agree to exhaust my available administrative remedies prior to seeking judicial review. I will remain subject to reserve duty while exhausting administrative remedies.
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13. I understand that this is the entire contract between the United States Air Force Reserve and myself. I further acknowledge that there are no oral or other agreements, understandings, or representations affecting the contract or relating to my military service, except as specifically provided herein.
Prescribed by AFMAN 36-2100
AF FORM 64, 20210407 
(BACK)
DATE (YYYYMMDD)
The following items apply to specific members, as indicated (initial all that apply):
18. Air Battle Manager (ABM) Training Students:  To complete a period of six (6) consecutive years for Undergraduate ABM Training (UABMT) in the Selected Reserve beginning the day after graduation from training. If I am withdrawn or eliminated from the program I will incur a 2-year RSC from the effective date of withdrawal/elimination.
19. Remotely Piloted Aircraft (RPA) Training Students: To complete a period of six (6) consecutive years for Undergraduate RPA Training (URT) in the Selected Reserve beginning the day after graduation from training.  If I am withdrawn or eliminated from the program I will incur a 2- year RSC from the effective date of withdrawal/elimination.
20. Sponsored Students: As a sponsored student, I will no longer seek sponsorship by another unit and I understand that I will be transferred to my sponsoring unit upon completion of training.  If I am selected for Undergraduate Flying Training (UFT) and become unsponsored for any reason at a later date, I understand that my name and summary information will be transmitted to Air Force Reserve Command flying units.  Interested units may contact me, my officer accessions recruiter, or my undergraduate pilot training liaison.  However, if I am not offered employment by any Air Force Reserve Command (AFRC) units, I will receive an assignment in accordance with the needs of the Air Force Reserve near the end of UFT.  The needs of the Air Force Reserve can include RPA pilot.  I understand that I must serve at least three (3) years in the unit I am assigned before pursuing employment at any other units.  Additionally, I understand that I may be granted as little as six (6) months of full time orders upon completion of formal aircrew training.  I will utilize the UFT location's Air Force Reserve liaison officer to apply for sponsorship by all AFRC flying units at locations with the Air Force specialty code (AFSC) commensurate with UPT, UCT, UABMT, or URT completion. UFT students will not travel to units to conduct in-person sponsorship interviews while in training; however, interviews should be executed via the internet or telephone.  I understand that unsponsored UPT students will track to T-1 rather than T-38, with very few or no exceptions.  I further understand 45 days prior to the UFT track-select date, placement in a unit will be facilitated by AFRC and I must accept an assignment to any AFRC unit. 
14. Officer Training School (OTS) Students with Prior Service. To complete a period of four (4) consecutive years in the Selected Reserve beginning the day of commissioning. If I am withdrawn or eliminated from the program I will incur a 2-year RSC from the effective date of withdrawal/elimination.
15. Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) Cadets: To complete a period of four (4) consecutive years, plus an additional month for each month of extended AFROTC scholarship entitlements, in the Selected Reserve beginning the day of commissioning.
16. Pilot Training Students: To complete a period of ten (10) consecutive years for undergraduate pilot training (UPT) in the Selected Reserve beginning the day after graduation from training. If I am withdrawn or eliminated from the program I will incur a 2- year RSC from the effective date of withdrawal/elimination.
17. Combat Systems Officer (CSO) Training Students: To complete a period of six (6) consecutive years for Undergraduate CSO Training (UCT) in the Selected Reserve beginning the day after graduation from training. If I am withdrawn or eliminated from the program I will incur a 2- year RSC from the effective date of withdrawal/elimination.
21. Unsponsored Students: I understand that if selected, my name and summary information will be transmitted to AFRC flying units. Interested units may contact me, my officer accessions recruiter, or my undergraduate pilot training liaison.  However, if I am not offered employment by any AFRC units, I will receive an assignment in accordance with the needs of the Air Force Reserve near the end of UFT.  The needs of the Air Force Reserve can include RPA pilot.  I understand that I must serve at least three (3) years in the unit I am assigned before pursuing employment at any other units.  Additionally, I understand that I may be granted as little as six (6) months of full time orders upon completion of formal aircrew training.  I will utilize the UFT location's Air Force Reserve liaison officer to apply for sponsorship by all Air Force Reserve Command flying units at AFRC locations with the Air Force specialty code (AFSC) commensurate with UPT, UCT, UABMT, or URT completion. UFT students will not travel to units to conduct in-person sponsorship interviews while in training; however, interviews should be executed via the internet or telephone. I understand that unsponsored UPT students will track to T-1 rather than T-38, with very few or no exceptions.  I further understand 45 days prior to the UFT track-select date, placement in a unit will be facilitated by AFRC and I must accept an assignment to any AFRC unit. 
FULL NAME (LAST, FIRST, MIDDLE)
SIGNATURE
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SECTION II: 
  
I                                                                         (full name), hereby decline to accept the RSC for                                                           .  I understand that by signing this declination statement it renders me ineligible to accept/attend the RSC incurring event as indicated in AFMAN 36-2100, Table A3.1 or Table A3.2.
Prescribed by AFMAN 36-2100
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